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Editor Comments:
Comment-1:
1. Consent for publication
In your ‘Consent for publication’ section of your declarations, please confirm whether all participants gave written consent for their personal or clinical details along with any identifying images to be published in this study. Alternatively, if you believe all identifying information has been appropriately anonymised (e.g. by grouping ages into age ranges) and there are no identifying images used within the manuscript, then consent to publish is not applicable to your manuscript - please write ‘Not Applicable’ in this section if this is the case.
Response: Thanks for your valuable comments. As there are no identifying images used in the manuscript, we have added “Not Applicable” in the chapter of “Consent for publication”, please check it, thanks a lot.

Comment-2:
2. Role of Funders
Please note the role(s) of the funding body (bodies) in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript, which should be declared in the Funding section.
Response: Thanks for your valuable comments. This study was supported by the National Natural Sciences Foundation of China (NO.81870498, 81500558), Natural Sciences Foundation of Hunan province (2018JJ3785) and by the New Xiangya talent projects of the third Xiangya
hospital of Central South University (20180303). The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish or preparation of the manuscript. Please check it, thanks a lot.

Comment-3:
3. Clean manuscript
At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.
Response: Thanks for your valuable comments, we have uploaded a clean version of revised manuscript, please check it, thanks a lot.